**Street Team**
Museum transportation, installation, and maintenance
$18/hr

**POSITION OVERVIEW**

MICRO’s Street Team will transport, install, and maintain our tiny museums. Street Team members will be on-call for museum moves scheduled across NYC.

**Street Team members must:**

- Have an active drivers license
- Be able to lift 60+ lbs
- Be able and willing to clean museums and do basic museum repairs
- Be careful, detail oriented, aesthetically aware
- Able to problem solve and come up with creative solutions on the fly
- Be strong communicators capable to keeping the larger MICRO team apprised of issues and problems as they arise
- Experience in fabrication, model building, or installation is a plus
- Be NYC-based

MICRO is an equal opportunity employer. We encourage applications from all races, backgrounds, orientations, and genders.

To apply email a resume and brief note about why you’d be a good addition to MICRO’s Street Team to apply@micro.ooo using the subject line: Street Team: YOURNAME